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Secrets of the Secret Place Legacy Edition Bob Sorge 2020-07-29 Secrets is a timeless
classic, an unparalleled resource for fueling your devotional prayer life. This book is
must reading for anyone wanting fresh momentum in their quiet time with Jesus. It
defuses common struggles, equips, and inspires fervency for Jesus. 52 short chapters.
This Legacy Edition is rewritten and polished for posterity. Even if you have the first
edition, get this one!
Beyond Success Brian D. Biro 2001-01-01 Building upon the fundamental principles
devised by Coach John Wooden, Brian D. Biro presents an accessible system for
leadership development. With anecdotes, excercises, and Wooden's philosophy, the
author captures the essence of Wooden's Pyramid of Success and the secrets behind
each of the pyramid's building blocks.
The Secret Ken Blanchard 2014 Completely revised and updated, a 10th-anniversary
edition of a classic business book unveils the five fundamental ways that great leaders
succeed through service and offers a leadership self-assessment test so readers can
pinpoint the areas in which they need improvement.
Make Today Count John C. Maxwell 2008-06-11 Drawing from the text of the Business
Week bestseller Today Matters, this condensed, revised edition boils down John C.
Maxwell's 12 daily practices to their very essence, giving maximum impact in minimal
time. Presented in a quick-read format, this version is designed to be read cover to
cover in one sitting or taken in as brief lessons in a few spare minutes each day. It
covers such topics as: -- Priorities -- Health -- Family -- Finances -- Values -- Growth
Readers will learn how to make decisions on important matters and apply those
decisions daily to put them on a path to more successful, productive, and fulfilling lives.
Start, Love, Repeat Dorcas Cheng-Tozun 2017-11-07 A prescriptive guide to how to
keep your relationship strong when there's a start-up in the family. The idea of starting
your own business is exhilarating and inspiring. It's one over 30 million Americans

pursue. But being the significant other of an entrepreneur is not so glamorous.
Boundaries between work and home disappear. Personal savings and business funds
become intertwined. You can feel like a single parent as your spouse travels, works late
hours, and answers calls and e-mails 24-7.You may even sacrifice a career or move your
home for the sake of the business. But there are strategies you can use to combat all
this stress and uncertainty. Whether you're new to the start-up world, or a long-term
entrepreneurial partner, Start, Love, Repeat will help you understand exactly how a startup affects your lives-and what you can do to build a happy and healthy relationship in
the midst of the madness. Dorcas Cheng-Tozun has not only done extensive research,
she has lived through the perils and pitfalls of being with an entrepreneur as the wife of
the CEO and cofounder of successful start-up d.light. She offers clear-sighted, firsthand advice for any couple considering making the same leap. She further draws on
interviews with other successful entrepreneurs and their significant others, executive
coaches, marriage-family therapists, venture capitalists, and start-up authorities to
provide practical insights and steps any couple can take to build a strong relationship
while launching that dream business.
Emotional Intelligence Benedict Daniel 2019-09-24 Buy the paperback version of this
book and get the kindle version for FREE! 2 Books in 1. Incredible Boxset. Become a
Great Leader using Emotional Intelligence! If you want to know yourself more deeply,
and use emotional intelligence to Improve your social and leadership skills, then keep
reading. This boxset includes: Emotional Intelligence for Leadership In this book, not
only you will learn how to best communicate with absolutely anyone, but you will also
learn about the common stumbling blocks that a lot of people encounter when trying to
be more open but end up knocking them off the path or discouraging them entirely.
Inside, you will find fool-proof ways to overcome your biggest fears and live the life you
are striving for. You will learn: Exactly what EQ, or emotional intelligence, is How to find
out if you have it How to develop better emotional intelligence Tips, tools, and tricks to
be better at communicating Fool-proof ways to overcome shyness The perfect way to
have a conversation with absolutely anyone The secret to building deep, genuine
relationships How to nail down--and perfect--exactly what that elusive element of
charisma is The only five steps you need to be a great leader How to talk to your
employees The best way to motivate your employees to give their best every day And
much more! You will learn step-by-step instructions for all of your most challenging
communication and social interaction situations. These are all skills you can learn,
practice, and master. Understanding other people does not have to be a mystery. By
increasing your emotional intelligence, you will learn how to predict what other people
will do, and you will be able to use that to your advantage. Emotional Intelligence
Business In this book, you will discover different components of emotional intelligence
at work. For instance, you will discover how you can work effectively in teams, establish
better relationships with your employers, trigger effective influence, and generate
energy and enthusiasm to push for meaningful change. As a leader, it is important to
know your moods and emotions. You need to have sufficient knowledge of the
emotional needs that push you and define your behavior. Inside you will discover: Why
emotions are crucial The role of emotions in decision making Emotional intelligence
Motivation Self-control Emotions and business How to increase your emotional
intelligence? How to improve your leadership? And many more... Emotional

intelligence, also referred to as EQ, refers to the ability to recognize and control your
emotions and relationships. It is a crucial factor in professional and personal success.
While IQ will help you reach the door, it is your EQ to relate with others and take charge
of your emotions and others that will define your level of success. Would You Like to
Know More? Scroll up and click the "Buy Now" button to become the leader you
deserve to be and to improve your life
Deep Learning in a Disorienting World Jon F. Wergin 2019-12-19 Shows how deep
learning is a way to address the toxicity of social polarization.
The Churchill Factor Boris Johnson 2014-11-13 From London’s inimitable mayor, Boris
Johnson, the story of how Churchill’s eccentric genius shaped not only his world but
our own. On the fiftieth anniversary of Churchill’s death, Boris Johnson celebrates the
singular brilliance of one of the most important leaders of the twentieth century. Taking
on the myths and misconceptions along with the outsized reality, he portrays—with
characteristic wit and passion—a man of contagious bravery, breathtaking eloquence,
matchless strategizing, and deep humanity. Fearless on the battlefield, Churchill had to
be ordered by the king to stay out of action on D-Day; he pioneered aerial bombing and
few could match his experience in organizing violence on a colossal scale, yet he hated
war and scorned politicians who had not experienced its horrors. He was the most
famous journalist of his time and perhaps the greatest orator of all time, despite a lisp
and chronic depression he kept at bay by painting. His maneuvering positioned America
for entry into World War II, even as it ushered in England’s post-war decline. His
openmindedness made him a trailblazer in health care, education, and social welfare,
though he remained incorrigibly politically incorrect. Most of all, he was a rebuttal to the
idea that history is the story of vast and impersonal forces; he is proof that one
person—intrepid, ingenious, determined—can make all the difference.
Coach Wooden's Greatest Secret Pat Williams 2014-02-04 At the first practice of each
season, legendary coach John Wooden taught his players how to put on their socks
and shoes a very particular way. When asked about this, he replied, "The little things
matter. All I need is one little wrinkle in one sock to put a blister on one foot--and it
could ruin my whole season. I started teaching about shoes and socks early in my
career, and I saw that it really did cut down on blisters during the season. That little
detail gave us an edge." Coach Wooden knew the long-term impact of little things done
well. Now Pat Williams takes Coach Wooden's lesson, along with stories of people
whose lives have exemplified the importance of little things done well, and shows
readers how the small things one does or doesn't do drastically affect one's integrity,
reputation, health, career, faith, and success. People who want to do their best in life,
family, work, and faith will benefit from this entertaining and inspirational book.
Canoeing the Mountains Tod Bolsinger 2018-04-24 Do you ever feel that you are leading
in uncharted territory? Pastor and consultant Tod Bolsinger draws on decades of
expertise guiding churches and organizations in this expanded practical leadership
resource, offering illuminating insights and practical tools to help you reimagine what
effective church leadership looks like in our rapidly changing world.
The Leadership Pill Kenneth Blanchard 2003-09-08 A business parable on effective
leadership shows the contrasting leadership methods of one manager who is
shortsighted, coercive, and obsessed with immediate results, and another manager who
supports and works with his team.

5 Voices Jeremie Kubicek 2016-03-07 Discover your leadership voice and unlock your
potential to influence others 5 Voices is the code for unlocking your capacity to have
honest conversations and build deeper, more authentic relationships with your teams,
your families and your friends. In order to lead others effectively, we need a true
understanding of ourselves, our natural tendencies and patterns of behavior. In learning
what your leadership voice sounds like to others, you will discover what it feels like to
be on the other side of your personality, as well as how to hear and value others' voices,
namely the Pioneer, the Connector, the Creative, the Guardian, and the Nurturer. Once
you understand your own leadership voice, you'll discover how best to communicate
with each of the other voices, which will transform your communication at every level of
relationship, both personal and professional. In mastering the 5 Voices of leadership,
you will increase your emotional intelligence, allowing you to gain a competitive
advantage as a leader. You will also be equipped with a simple, easy to remember
vocabulary that, when shared, has a track record for decreasing the drama,
misunderstanding and miscommunication in all spheres of influence. Are you focused
on relationships, values, and people? Or are you oriented more toward tradition, money,
and resources? Do you know how others hear your voice? Do you appreciate the
contributions of others on your team? This book will help you identify your natural
leadership style, and give you a framework for leveraging your strengths. Find your
foundational leadership voice Learn to hear and value the voices of others Know
yourself before leading others Connect and communicate well with team, family and
friends All five leadership voices come with their own particular set of strengths, and all
have areas for growth. Understanding both sides of the equation is the key to taking
your leadership to the next level and is the secret to increasing your ability to influence
your team, family and friends. 5 Voices is a simple key which unlocks complicated
relational dynamics and improves the health and alignment of all your relationships.
Exceptional Leadership Gilbert W. Fairholm 2013-06-20 America is best described by
values of independence, freedom, and liberty. These values led our founding leaders to
undertake revolution. America is American because being Americans each of us
assimilates from birth these ideals and values. Americans intuitively assume that they
have rights that no one—not their bosses or even government can take away. They see
themselves as free enough to choose the kind of life they will live and able to move from
where they are to anyplace else—both literally and metaphysically. American workers
think they have the right to work or not to work according to their—the
worker’s—standards and values of what is appropriate. They grant their bosses fealty
as a personal decision and not through compulsion. Of course, most Americans
understand that work life entails some limits on personal freedom. But, importantly, the
idea and the ideal of freedom are fundamentally present in their make-up. Figuratively,
the sky is the only limit to our potential for personal and professional development.
Workers expect these values to be honored in the workplace. When they are not, they
expend energy in thwarting work systems to maximize their ability to do what their
leader wants, but in their way.
Being 10% Braver Keziah Featherstone 2020-12-15 Through the real-life stories of
women leaders in education, drawn from across the #WomenEd community, this book
offers guidance and inspiration on how to rise above challenging situations and find
personal and professional growth. It's time to: -Tackle imposter syndrome -Know your

worth -Ask for what you need -Call out unacceptable behavior -Put yourself first when
necessary -Raise your voice until it's heard It's time to own your journey and your story
- it's time to become 10% braver.
NIV, Once-A-Day: 30 Days to Authentic Christian Leadership Zondervan, 2012-11-06
BECOME THE LEADER YOU WANT TO BE The NIV Once-A-Day 30 Days to Authentic
Christian Leadership ebook helps you develop a daily Bible reading habit centered on
the topic of leadership. The path to true, biblically-based leadership and success comes
through knowing and understanding the principals of authentic leadership laid out in
the Bible. This 30-day reading guide will give you a head start on implementing these
principals in your daily life. And, to help you develop your leadership skills with a
biblical focus, each reading also includes an insight from outstanding Christian leaders
of the past and present. Spend a month with God, learning what his Word says about
leadership, and transform your effectiveness as a leader forever. Features: • 30 daily
readings of Scripture portions from the New International Version (NIV) Bible • 30
biblical leadership principles from popular Christian writers, business gurus, and
speakers
The Leadership Secrets of Jesus Mike Murdock 1996-12 Possibly The Greatest
Leadership Book Ever Written-Powerful "Leadership Secrets" That Build True, Lasting
Achievement. Included are...5 Power Keys For Effective Delegation / The Secret of
Handling Rejection / How To Deal With The Mistakes of Others...Plus Many More.
The Leader's Greatest Return John C. Maxwell 2020-01-28 Dive into a masterclass with
world-renowned leadership expert John C. Maxwell as he shares the most important
lessons he’s learned about the leadership development process over the last quarter
century. What is the greatest return on a leader’s time? After leaders have invested in
their own leadership growth, what is the best way to accomplish their vision and grow
their organizations? Develop other leaders! The more leaders an organization has and
the better equipped they are to lead, the more successful the organization and its
leaders. In the last twenty-five years, New York Times bestselling author John C.
Maxwell has grown from equipping a handful of leaders in one organization to
developing millions of business, government, and nonprofit leaders in every country
around the world. In this book, Maxwell takes the reader step-by-step through the
process of identifying, attracting, empowering, and positioning leaders to create a
culture capable of then reproducing and compounding the value of its leaders. In The
Leader’s Greatest Return, you will be instructed on: The Leadership Table - Create a
place where people not yet leading at your level can come, be welcomed and try on
leadership. The 7 Motivators - Review the seven motivators and discover what
motivates each person and then lead him or her accordingly. Team Success - Use the
10-80-10 method to set people up for success and empower them to perform at a high
level. Who to Grow as a Leader - Love and value everyone but use the Pareto principle
to choose who to grow as a?leader. This is where leaders really experience the
compounding value of developing leaders and go to the highest levels of leadership
themselves. The Leader’s Greatest Return is perfect for anyone who wants to take the
next step in their leadership, build their organization or team today, and create their
legacy for tomorrow needs to read.
The Heart of Leadership Mark Miller 2013 This short, easy-to-read fable reveals the five
habits that underlie leadership character and that determine leaders' success - and

teaches leaders how to develop these habits.Like Mark Miller's previous books, this one
follows the life, learning, and influence of Debbie Bruster. Here she finds herself
mentoring Blake Brown, the son of her former mentor. Rather than answer Blake's
questions about leadership directly, Debbie introduces him to other leaders, each of
whom shares a uniqueperspective on what really makes a leader successful. As Blake
puts the pieces together, he discovers his problem is not one of skills but of character,
that leadership is more about the heart of the leader than the head or hands. In fact,
Miller summarized these traits with the acronym HEART: Hunger for Wisdom, Expect
the Best, Accept Responsibility, Respond with Courage, and Think Others First. With
the help of his new friends and mentors, Blake is able to build a plan to transform his
heart.The good news for all of us: leadership is not just the purview of the few - it is
within reach for millions of aspiring leaders around the world. This book is the road map
they need to get their lives and careers on track.
NIV, Once-A-Day: Bible for Leaders, eBook Zondervan, 2012-11-06 With this NIV Once-ADay Bible for Leaders you can read through the Bible in a year. Or at your own pace.
Now you can practice the spiritual discipline of daily Bible reading with a special focus
on leadership. Plus, you can read at your own pace. Want a reading plan that will take
you through the Bible in a year? You got it–with check boxes and all. Don’t want the
guilt of falling behind? You won’t—each daily reading is not dated but numbered,
allowing you the flexibility you need as you strive to engage God’s Word every day. The
NIV Once-A-Day Bible for Leaders organizes the clear, accessible New International
Version Bible into 365 daily readings. Each day’s reading includes a portion of Scripture
from the Old Testament, the New Testament, and a Psalm or a Proverb. And to help you
develop your leadership skills with a biblical focus, each daily reading includes a
leadership insight from both past and present outstanding leaders. Featured leaders
include Bill Hybels , Wayne Cordeiro, Erwin McManus, Charles Stanley, Max Lucado,
Ann Voskamp, Chuck Swindoll, and many more.
The Inspired Leader Andy Bird 2017-11-23 Being inspired can be a magnificent,
invigorating feeling. But it's also one that we know surprisingly little about. Does it
happen by chance? Are all forms of inspiration the same? Can we influence how and
when we feel inspired? These are searching questions, particularly for people who take
on the responsibilities and challenges of leadership. Given the tumultuous state of the
world today, effective leadership throughout our organizations and communities has
never been more important. Equally though, there has also never been greater pressure
on leaders to perform and to provide inspirational leadership for their people and teams.
If individuals are to step up and succeed in inspiring others, their first priority must be
to discover the inspiration they need for themselves. The Inspired Leader helps them do
just that. The book is based on extensive new research, conducted in association with
Henley Business School, into the real life experiences of leaders from many different
walks of life. Drawing on the latest behavioural science, Andy Bird explains how
inspiration is actually experienced by people in positions of leadership. He also
examines how they maintain it over time despite the many obstacles and challenges
they face. The result is a compelling collection of stories, insights and ideas which are
accompanied by a thought-provoking set of personal development tools and reflective
exercises. In combination, The Inspired Leader provides unrivalled support for anyone
seeking their own path to a more inspired life as a leader.

How Successful People Think John C. Maxwell 2009-06-01 Gather successful people
from all walks of life-what would they have in common? The way they think! Now you
can think as they do and revolutionize your work and life! A Wall Street Journal
bestseller, HOW SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE THINK is the perfect, compact read for today's
fast-paced world. America's leadership expert John C. Maxwell will teach you how to be
more creative and when to question popular thinking. You'll learn how to capture the big
picture while focusing your thinking. You'll find out how to tap into your creative
potential, develop shared ideas, and derive lessons from the past to better understand
the future. With these eleven keys to more effective thinking, you'll clearly see the path
to personal success.
Quiet Leadership David Rock 2007-10-16 Improving the performance of your employees
involves one of the hardest challenges in the known universe: changing the way they
think. In constant demand as a coach, speaker, and consultant to companies around the
world, David Rock has proven that the secret to leading people (and living and working
with them) is found in the space between their ears. "If people are being paid to think,"
he writes, "isn't it time the business world found out what the thing doing the work, the
brain, is all about?" Supported by the latest groundbreaking research, Quiet Leadership
provides a brain-based approach that will help busy leaders, executives, and managers
improve their own and their colleagues' performance. Rock offers a practical, six-step
guide to making permanent workplace performance change by unleashing higher
productivity, new levels of morale, and greater job satisfaction.
The Irrational David Ken Evers-Hood 2019-03-19 In The Irrational Jesus: Leading the
Fully Human Church, Ken Evers-Hood explored how our predictable irrationality can trip
us up and how we can adjust for biases. But irrationality isn’t all bad. Leaders who live
in their heads will never connect deeply with the hearts of those they serve. Because we
are like small rational riders astride enormous emotional elephants, leaders must learn
how to sing to elephants even as they speak to riders. In The Irrational David: The
Power of Poetic Leadership, Ken invites you to sing. Through his work with poet David
Whyte, Ken explores poetic leadership in King David, a fully human, irrational leader
who knew how to stir people with song. In four sections, The Irrational David observes
King David the believer, the beloved, the beautiful mess, and the broken-hearted.
Offering his own poetry as a lens, Ken enters into scripture and creates a conversation
between the spoken word and sacred text. Discover how irrationality and poetry can
prepare us for the real conversations for which our communities are so hungry. Find
new layers of meaning in familiar Scriptures. And welcome a fellow traveler into your
life who has found strength through vulnerability and is willing to share his journey on
the beautiful and messy road of faith with you.
Rare Leadership Marcus Warner 2016-04-05 The #1 reason leaders crash is avoidable.
You can drive toward results, lead from fear and anxiety, emotionally decay until you
can hardly function (let alone lead), and finally take the ship down with you. Or you can
soar. Blending solid theology, brain science, and hard-won lessons from 40 years of
Christian counseling and coaching, Rare Leadership unveils a refreshing concept:
"RARE Identity." Learn how to form the four essential habits of mature leadership:
Remain relational--become a protective leader rather than a fearful or feared one Act like
yourself--lead from your identity in God, not for approval Return to joy--bounce back
from negative emotions reflexively Endure hardship--build the emotional capacity to

suffer well and model it to others You can lead from a healthy place. You can respond
rather than react. You can live out of vision, not fear. And your organization can follow
suit. It can attain a strong group identity and even exude the warmth of Christ. Read
Rare Leadership and be equipped to lead a joy-filled, emotionally mature, relationally
connected organization.
The Art of Co-Creation Bryan R. Rill 2018-08-20 This book illustrates how to design and
implement co-creation, a powerful form of collective creativity that harnesses the
potential of teams and can generate breakthrough insights. Skilled leaders and
facilitators can utilize this approach to unleash the creative potential of their
organizations. Drawing from years of applied research, the authors bring together
insights from the fields of design and organizational development into an evocative and
pragmatic “how-to” guidebook. Taking a human-centred rather than process oriented
perspective, the book argues that experience design separates true co-creation from
other forms of collective efforts and design thinking. Collective moments of creative
insight emerge from the space between, an experience of flow and synchronicity from
which new ideas spring forth. How to create and hold this space is the secret to the art
of co-creation. Collective breakthroughs require stakeholders to undergo a journey from
the world of their existing expertise into spaces of new potential. It requires leaders
moving from a position of dominating space to holding the space for others, and
developing core capacities such as empathy and awareness so that teams can engage
each other co-creatively. This book uncovers the secrets of this journey, enabling
process designers to develop more effective programs.
No Ego Cy Wakeman 2017-09-19 The New York Times bestselling author of RealityBased Leadership rejects the current fad of "engaging" employees and the emotional
drama of "meeting their needs"--returning leadership to leaders and productivity to
businesses. For years now, leaders in almost every industry have accepted two
completely false assumptions--that change is hard, and that engagement drives results.
Those beliefs have inspired expensive attempts to shield employees from change,
involve them in high-level decision-making, and keep them happy with endless
“satisfaction surveys” and workplace perks. But what these engagement programs
actually do, Cy Wakeman says, is inflate expectations and sow unhappiness, leaving
employees unprepared to adapt to even minor changes necessary to the organization’s
survival. Rather than driving performance and creating efficiencies, these programs fuel
entitlement and drama, costing millions in time and profit. It is high time to reinvent
leadership thinking. Stop worrying about your employees’ happiness, and start
worrying about their accountability. Cy Wakeman teaches you how to hire “emotionally
inexpensive” people, solicit only the opinions you need, and promote self-awareness in
your whole team. No Ego disposes with unproven HR maxims, and instead offers a
complete plan to turn your office from a den of discontent to a happy, productive place.
American Heart of Darkness Robert Kirkconnell 2013-05-21 These days, most
Americans know that the country has serious problems. Problems that will have to be
addressed before the country can move forward. What are these problems? Where did
they come from? Before we can move forward we have to know where we are and how
we got there. American Heart of Darkness paints an unvarnished picture of the seeds of
destruction that were sown into the foundations of the Republic from the very
beginning. How did slavery come about in the land of the free? How did a pre-

Columbian native population, in North America alone, of over eighteen million (yes, you
heard it right) native peoples dwindle down to about two hundred thousand? Was it
really Small Pox? Why has a people who constantly talk about freedom, democracy,
equality, human rights, life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness continually practiced
racism, genocide, and war? How do drugs come into the country, and who is really
behind the most profitable product sold in the world? There are also other unanswered
questions that need to be explored: Why were thousands of the worst Nazi war
criminals given refuge in the U.S.? Who financed Hitler? Where did Hitler get his master
race and genocidal ideas from? Was Lee Harvey Oswald a C.I.A. agent? Were Oswald,
Sirhan Sirhan, Ted Kaczynski, Timothy McVey, and the Peoples Temple all mind control,
MKULTRA, subjects? What really happened in the Jeffery MacDonald, so-called Fatal
Vision case? How does hundreds of billions of dollars come into the United States
every year without detection? The answers to these questions, and many more, will
surprise you! They are not in the History books, although they should be. American
Heart of Darkness, Volume I, explores the ugly side of America that has been hidden for
far too long, and it is literally killing us. This book is not for the reader looking for an
uplifting story to escape everyday life for a few hours. It is for true patriots who are sick
and tired of being lied to and stolen from. It is for those who know they need to do
something but do not know where to start. It is for those who feel powerless and that
Americas problems are far too big for little ol me to handle. It is for those with the
courage to go from darkness to light. As comedian and activist Dick Gregory once said,
If you been in the DARK for so long, LIGHT will hurt your eyes. This book will hurt your
eyes. The reader will be shocked, then angry, then motivated, and finally, in the authors
next two books, empowered and liberated. It is better to see where we are and where we
need to go, right now, before it is too late. Congratulations! If you have read this far this
book is probably for you. Please keep in mind the universal truth that with any form of
government, the leaders only have the power that the people allow them have. This was
true in India when a little skinny guy named Gandhi with no money and only a rag
wrapped around his middle took on the British Empire, and won! There is no question
that the American people have the power to reclaim a government that is clearly not
being run for them. We have to empower ourselves to take this government back from
only a handful of selfish and greedy individuals, who have proven that they only care
about making more and more money. Let us all stop giving them the power that belongs
to us. Reading this book is a beginning, and then we will talk about what to do about it
in the authors next two books!
In Search of Paul Tony Cooke 2022-03-15 Stand on the shoulders of giants! Have you
ever wished you could have a mentor like the Apostle Paulsomeone trustworthy to
guide your spiritual development and ministry? Tony Cooke, author, teacher, and
student of church history, has assembled a panel of the greatest Christian spiritual
leaders of all time, curating a profound, yet accessible, collection of their key thoughts
and teachings. In Search of Paul shepherds you in the footsteps of spiritual giants like
the Apostle Paul, Martin Luther, John Wesley, George Whitefield, Charles Haddon
Spurgeon, and more. Discover The values and priorities that create a successful life The
power of living by example Timeless qualities of supernatural life and ministry Enduring
wisdom on topics such as influence, delegation, discipline, prayer, evangelism, and
preaching Pitfalls to avoid in life and ministry These men of God left an indelible

footprint for the Kingdom of God on this world. Guided by their example, you can do the
same!
The Rhetorical Invention of America's National Security State Marouf Hasian, Jr.
2015-07-29 The Rhetorical Invention of America's National Security State uses a broad
range of materials, including technical, journalistic, entertainment, academic, and legal
sources to explore the role of rhetoric in the expansion and maintenance of America’s
national security state. It helps audiences understand the complex discourses produced
by and constitutive of the national security state. Its interdisciplinary approach will
resonate with scholars working in a number of different fields, including rhetoric,
critical security studies, and science and technology studies.
The Six Secrets of Change Michael Fullan 2011-11-22 From bestselling author Michael
Fullan, wisdom for thriving in today's complex environment Successful organizations
adjust quickly and intelligently to shifts in consumer tastes, political climate, and
economic opportunity. How do they do it? The Six Secrets of Change explores essential
lessons for business and public sector leaders for thriving in today's complex
environment. Fullan draws on his acclaimed work in bringing about large-scale and
substantial change in education reform in both public school systems and universities,
as well as engaging in major change initiatives internationally. This book is filled with
lessons that are insightful, actionable, and concisely communicable. "Fullan has an
uncanny ability to produce what is needed at the time it is needed. The six secrets are
based in theory, grounded in practice, powerful in their relationship to each other, and
described in ways that enable deep understanding. It is a refreshing change from the
surface lists of leadership and change ideas that all too often permeate education and
business literature." —Vicki Phillips, director of education, Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation Includes so-called leadership "secrets" that are decoded to be accessible
and useful Offers illustrative examples from a variety of businesses, health
organizations, and public education systems Lays out the six factors to organizational
success: collegiality, long-range plans allow for the unknown, nurture employees,
learning, leadership at all levels, and positive pressure must be inescapable Michael
Fullan is the author of the acclaimed best-seller Leading in a Culture of Change Fullan
convinces us that a leader who attends to all six key factors will have an organization
that is constantly learning, growing, and thriving.
The Secret of Job Satisfaction Emmanuel Aoudi Chance
Contemporary Military Strategy and the Global War on Terror Alastair Finlan 2014-06-19
Contemporary Military Strategy and the Global War on Terror offers an in-depth analysis
of US/UK military strategy in Afghanistan and Iraq from 2001 to the present day. It
explores the development of contemporary military strategy in the West in the modern
age before interrogating its application in the Global War on Terror. The book provides
detailed insights into the formulation of military plans by political and military elites in
the United States and United Kingdom for Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation
Iraqi Freedom. Alastair Finlan highlights the challenges posed by each of these unique
theatres of operation, the nature of the diverse enemies faced by coalition forces, and
the shortcomings in strategic thinking about these campaigns. This fresh perspective
on strategy in the West and how it has been applied in recent military campaigns
facilitates a deep understanding of how wars have been and will be fought. Including
key terms, concepts and discussion questions for each chapter, Contemporary Military

Strategy and the Global War on Terror is a crucial text in strategic studies, and required
reading for anyone interested in the new realities of transnational terrorism and twentyfirst century warfare.
The Secret Red Book of Leadership Awdhesh Singh 2015-03-26 The hidden truths of
leadership - bitter or sweet - revealed like never before! Great leaders are like icebergs.
They conceal more than they reveal. Indeed, mystery and the art of retaining it, is
integral to leadership. Leadership, then, is more an art than a science. It is not a reality
that you can touch, feel and measure, but an illusion that is created by many tricks,
which you should be able to learn and practise in a way that others are not able to
grasp. This book, written by a serving officer of government, is an eye - opener for
anybody who aspires to be a leader, at whatever level - nation, community or a small
social group and in whatever sphere - business, politics or administration. Bon voyage!
Self-Leadership and Personal Resilience in Health and Social Care Jane Holroyd
2015-03-13 This is essential reading for professionals making judgements under
pressure. It demonstrates how self-leadership is not only about surviving but thriving in
a continually changing environment and introduces key theories, skills and debates to
help professionals deliver high quality professional practice every day. The book
focuses in on the quality of professional thinking, self- and social awareness, selfregulation and self-management, and the fundamentals of sustained resilience.
Innovating Christian Education Research Johannes M. Luetz 2021-01-04 This book
reformulates Christian education as an interdisciplinary and interdenominational
vocation for professionals and practitioners. It speaks directly to a range of
contemporary contexts with the aim of encouraging conceptual, empirical and practiceinformed innovation to build the field of Christian education research. The book invites
readers to probe questions concerning epistemologies, ethics, pedagogies and
curricula, using multidisciplinary research approaches. By helping thinkers to believe
and believers to think, the book seeks to stimulate constructive dialogue about what it
means to innovate Christian education research today.Chapters are organised into
three main sections. Following an introduction to the volume's guiding framework and
intended contribution (Chapter 1), Part 1 features conceptual perspectives and
comprises research that develops theological, philosophical and theoretical discussion
of Christian education (Chapters 2-13). Part 2 encompasses empirical research that
examines data to test theory, answer big questions and develop our understanding of
Christian education (Chapters 14-18). Finally, Part 3 reflects on contemporary practice
contexts and showcases examples of emerging research agendas in Christian
education (Chapters 19-24).
The Soul of Leadership Deepak Chopra 2010 Looks at great leaders of the past and
hones in on the key qualities, including their spiritual attributes, that made them
successful and then lays out an action plan for understanding and mastering these
qualities. By the best-selling author of Reinventing the Body, Resurrecting the Soul.
75,000 first printing.
Missional Leadership Nelus Niemandt 2019-12-12 The purpose and aim of this book is
to develop an appropriate leadership model for missional churches. This implies a
positioning of this book within the broader theology of mission and a consensus on the
theology of the Missio Dei, originating at the 1952 conference of the International
Missionary Council in Willingen, Germany. In this approach to the theology of mission,

mission is understood as the work of the Trinitarian God, and the church is privileged to
participate in God’s mission. It is against this background that the growing consensus
on missional ecclesiology challenges leadership models developed for a different time
and a different kind of church (with less or no emphasis on the missional character of
the church). The aim is to reflect theologically on the role of leadership in the missional
church. What kind of ideas about power, authority and leadership are appropriate for a
missional church? New missional challenges demand new ideas about missional
leadership. Church organisation and leadership reflects a theological position – there is
a strong relation between ecclesiology and church organisation. The nature of the
church provides the framework to understand the character of the church. What the
church is determines what the church does. The church organises what it does and
agrees on rules that regulate ministries and organisation. Issues such as the way the
church organises and governs what it does, and thus church leadership, need to be
answered against this background and understanding. Church polity and organisation,
as well as leadership, must reflect the identity, calling, life and order of the church. This
book, therefore, addresses life in the Trinity, participation in the Missio Dei and
contours of the missional church as the point of entry to develop leadership insights. It
contributes towards the development of an appropriate model of leadership for
missional churches, because although recent developments in the theology of mission
comprehensively addressed the area of missional ecclesiology, there is a gap in the
development of a leadership model based on the concept of authority in the missional
church.
The Leader's Greatest Return Workbook John C. Maxwell 2020-01-28 What is the
greatest return on a leader’s time? After leaders have invested in their own leadership
growth, what is the best way to accomplish their vision and grow their organizations
and teams? Develop leaders! The more leaders an organization has and the better
equipped they are to lead, the more successful the organization and all of its leaders. In
this new workbook, based on the title of the same name, number one New York Times
bestselling author John C. Maxwell takes the process of developing leaders to the next
level by relating some of the key principles he has learned over the last quarter century
as his organizations have developed millions of business, government, and non-profit
leaders from every country around the world. He instructs leaders how to . . . Recognize
potential leaders Attract leaders by creating a leadership “table” Work themselves out
of a job by equipping and empowering leaders Position leaders to build a winning team
Coach leaders to higher levels and make them leadership developers themselves This is
where leaders really experience the compounding value of developing leaders and go to
the highest levels of leadership themselves. The Leader’s Greatest Return Workbook
walks you through the process and helps you create a roadmap for success. Anyone
who wants to take the next step in their leadership, build their organization or team
today, and create their legacy for tomorrow needs to read The Leader’s Greatest Return.
Also available as a trade book.
Using Servant Leadership Angelo Letizia 2018-04-09 Using Servant Leadership
provides an instructive guide for how faculty members can engage in servant
leadership with administrators, students, and community members. By utilizing a wide
range of research and through a series of case studies, Angelo J. Letizia demonstrates
how, with a bit of creative thinking, the ideals of servant leadership can work even in the

fractious, cash-strapped world of contemporary higher education. Furthermore, he
considers how these concepts can be implemented in pedagogy, research, strategic
planning, accountability, and assessment. This book points the way to a more humane
university, one that truly serves the public good.
Chanakya’s 7 Secrets of Leadership Radhakrishnan Pillai 2014-01-29 Chanakya, who
lived in India in the 4th Century BC, was a leadership guru par excellence. The treasure
of his teachings can be found in his book, The Arthashastra, which deals with good
governance based on ideal leadership. The concept of the ideal nation in The
Arthashastra, called Saptanga, holds that there are seven pillars of a kingdom: Swami,
Amatya, Janpada, Durg, Kosha, Dand, Mitra iti Prakritya. For centuries, Indian rulers
have used this concept as a model of successful government. In this path-breaking
book, Chanakya’s 7 Secrets of Leadership, author Radhakrishnan Pillai delves into
Chanakya’s Saptanga with the real-life example of D. Sivanandhan. Former Director
General of Police, Maharashtra, and the archetype of an able administrator,
Sivanandhan shares his guidelines for effective management, highlighting those that
make him a dynamic leader. In Chanakya’s 7 Secrets of Leadership, theory meets
practice, academic research meets vast experience in police supervision and an age-old
formula is revealed in a modern-day success story. Together, Pillai and Sivanandhan
bring Chanakya’s model to life. Anyone can use the seven secrets of leadership to run a
kingdom effectively. Apply them in your life, and the magic of Chanakya’s wisdom will
transform you into the ideal leader. Radhakrishnan Pillai, founder-director of the
Chanakya Institute of Public leadership (CIPL), has represented India in various national
and international conferences and has taught at educational institutes in Germany
(Heidelberg, Cologne), UK (Oxford, Cambridge) and India (IIT, IIM and IISc). His bestselling book Corporate Chanakya is used by business schools around the globe. Pillai
received the Sardar Patel International Award in 2009. D. Sivanandhan, former Director
General of Police, Maharashtra, is one of India’s most highly regarded IPS officers. He
has been instrumental in rebuilding the defenses of Mumbai after attacks in November
2008, and has served as member of the special task force in the National Security
Council Secretariat. Currently, he serves on the board of several companies and is the
Chairman of Securus First India Pvt. Ltd.
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